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This Delivery Guide has been developed to provide practitioners 
with a variety of creative and practical ideas to support the 
delivery of this qualification. The Guide is a collection of lesson 
ideas with associated activities, which you may find helpful as 
you plan your lessons. 

OCR has collaborated with current practitioners to ensure that 
the ideas put forward in this Delivery Guide are practical, realistic 
and dynamic. The Guide is structured by level, unit and learning 
objective so you can see how each activity helps you cover the 
specification.

We appreciate that practitioners are knowledgeable in relation 
to what works for them and their learners. Therefore, the 
resources we have produced should not restrict or impact 
on practitioners’ creativity to deliver excellent learning 
opportunities.

Whether you are an experienced practitioner or new to the 
sector, we hope you find something in this guide which will help 
you to deliver excellent learning opportunities.

If you have any feedback on this Delivery Guide or suggestions 
for other resources you would like OCR to develop, please email 
resourcesfeedback@ocr.org.uk.

PLEASE NOTE
The activities suggested in this Delivery Guide MUST NOT be 
used for assessment purposes. 

The timings for the suggested activities in this Delivery Guide 
DO NOT relate to the Guided Learning Hours (GLHs) for each 
unit.

Assessment guidance can be found within the Unit document 
available from www.ocr.org.uk.

The latest version of this Delivery Guide can be downloaded 
from the OCR website.

INTRODUCTION
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QUALIFICATION INFORMATION – UNITS
Entry 1

GLH 45
Entry 2

GLH 45
Entry 3

GLH 45
Level 1

GLH 45
Level 2

GLH 45

(E1.1.1) Recognise and 
use interface features

(E2.1.1) Use computer 
hardware

(E3.1.1) Use correct 
procedures to start 

and shut down an ICT 
system

(1.1.1) Use ICT to plan 
and organise work

(2.1.1) Use ICT to plan 
and analyse complex 

or multi-step tasks 
and activities to make 

decisions about suitable 
approaches

(E1.2.1) Minimise the 
physical stress of seating, 

lighting and hazards

(E2.1.2) Use software 
applications for a 

purpose

(E3.1.2) Use input and 
output devices

(1.2.1) Select and use 
software applications 

to meet needs and 
solve straightforward 

problems

(2.2.1) Select and use 
software applications to 
meet needs and solve 

problems

(E1.2.2) Keep access 
information secure by 

using password

(E2.1.3)Recognise and 
use interface features

(E3.1.3) Use software 
applications to meet 

needs and solve given 
problems

(1.2.2) Select and use 
interface features 

effectively to meet 
needs

(2.2.2) Select and use 
a range of interface 
features and system 

facilities effectively to 
meet needs

(E1.3.1) Text message, 
voicemail and on-screen 

information

(E2.2.1) Minimise 
physical stress

(E3.1.4) Recognise and 
use interface features

(1.2.3) Adjust system 
settings as appropriate 

to individual needs

(2.2.3) Select and adjust 
system settings as 

appropriate to individual 
needs

(E1.4.1)  Identify and 
correct simple errors

(E2.2.2) Keep access 
information secure by 

using password

(E3.1.5) Change simple 
software settings

(1.3.1) Work with files, 
folders and other media 

to access, organise, 
store, label and retrieve 

information

(2.2.4) Respond to ICT 
problems and take 
appropriate action

(E1.4.2)  label an image (E2.2.3) Understand the 
need to stay safe

(E3.2.1) Open and save 
files

(1.4.1) Demonstrate 
how to create, use 

and maintain secure 
passwords

(2.2.5) Understand the 
danger of computer 
viruses and how to 

minimise risk

(E1.5.1)  Receive 
and open electronic 

messages 

(E2.4.1) Use simple 
search facilities

(E3.2.2) Know how 
to insert and remove 

media

(1.4.2) Demonstrate how 
to minimise the risk of 

computer viruses

(2.3.1) Manage files, 
folders and other media 

storage to enable 
efficient information 

retrieval

(E2.5.1) Use simple 
editing and formatting 

techniques

(E3.3.1) Use and change 
passwords

(1.5.1) Search engines, 
queries

(2.4.1) Search engines, 
queries and AND/

NOT/OR, >, <, >=, <=, 
contains, begins with, 

use of wild cards    

. . . continued
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Entry 1
GLH 45

Entry 2
GLH 45

Entry 3
GLH 45

Level 1
GLH 45

Level 2
GLH 45

(E2.6.1) For print and for 
viewing on screen

(E3.3.2) Minimise 
physical stress

(1.5.2) Recognise 
and take account of 

currency, relevance, bias 
and copyright when 
selecting and using 

information

(2.5.1) Recognise 
and take account of 
copyright and other 

constraints on the use of 
information

(E2.6.2) Identify and 
correct simple errors

(E3.4.1) Search stored 
information

(1.7.1) Apply editing, 
formatting and layout 

techniques to meet 
needs, including text, 

tables, graphics, records, 
numbers, charts, graphs 
or other digital content

(2.5.2) Evaluate 
fitness for purpose of 

information

(E2.7.1) Read, send 
and receive electronic 

messages

(E3.4.2) Search web-
based sources of 

information

(1.8.1) Process numerical 
data

(2.6.1) Apply a range of 
editing, formatting and 

layout techniques to 
meet needs, including 
text, tables, graphics, 

records, numerical data, 
charts, graphs or other 

digital content

(E3.6.1) Enter, edit and 
format information, 

including text, graphics, 
numbers or other digital 
content, to achieve the 

required outcome

(1.8.2) Display numerical 
data in a graphical 

format

(2.7.1) Process and 
analyse numerical data

(E3.6.2) Insert and 
position graphics or 

other digital content to 
achieve a purpose

(1.8.3) Use field names 
and data types to 

organise information

(2.7.2) Display numerical 
data in appropriate 

graphical format

(E3.6.3) Process numbers 
to meet needs

(1.8.4) Enter, search, sort 
and edit records

(2.7.3) Use appropriate 
field names and data 

types to organise 
information

(E3.7.1) For print and for 
viewing on screen

(1.9.1) Read, send and 
receive electronic 

messages with 
attachments

(2.7.4) Analyse and draw 
conclusions from a data 
set by searching, sorting 

and editing records

(E3.7.2) check for 
accuracy and meaning

(1.9.2) Demonstrate 
understanding of 

the need to stay safe 
and to respect others 
when using ICT-based 

communication

(2.8.1 Organise 
electronic messages, 

attachments and 
contacts

. . . continued
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Entry 1
GLH 45

Entry 2
GLH 45

Entry 3
GLH 45

Level 1
GLH 45

Level 2
GLH 45

(E3 7.3) check suitability 
of information

(1.10.1) For print and for 
viewing on screen

(2.8.2) Use collaborative 
tools appropriately

(E3.8.1) Read, send 
and receive electronic 

messages

(1.10.2) Check for 
accuracy and meaning

(2.8.3) Understand 
the need to stay safe 
and to respect others 
when using ICT-based 

communication

(E3.8.2) Use contacts
(1.11.1) At each stage of 
a task and at the task’s 

completion

(2.9.1) Organise and 
integrate information 
of different types to 
achieve a purpose, 

using accepted layouts 
and conventions as 

appropriate

(E3.8.3) Understand 
the need to stay safe 
and to respect others 
when using ICT-based 

communication

(2.9.2) Work accurately 
and check accuracy, 

using software facilities 
where appropriate

(2.10.1) At each stage of 
a task and at the task’s 

completion
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ENTRY 1

Unit 1(E1.1.1) Recognise and use interface features

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Interface Features
The teacher could introduce some of the technical vocabulary 
(software) that will be used and ask the learners to produce a wall 
display they could use for reference in each session.

30 minutes

FS English (E1S2) 
Understand and
follow instructions
(E1S5) Ask simple 
questions to 
obtain specific 
information.

Using Interface Features
The teacher could give a demonstration on the menus to be used 
and explain the features within each category. The learners could 
then investigate themselves and find features listed by the tutor.

25 minutes

Recognising Interface 
Features

The teacher could explain the different icons and signpost 
learners to the most commonly used applications. This could 
progress to the teacher asking learners to find icons through 
investigation. 

30 minutes

Unit 1(E1.2.1) Minimise the physical stress of seating,  
                      lighting and hazards

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Physical Stress - 
Introduction

The teacher could introduce the physical stresses in general 
and discuss how these might be overcome. This could be done 
interactively using a word document poster etc.

25 minutes
FS English (E1S2) 
Understand and
follow instructions. 
(E1R2) Understand 
short texts on 
familiar topics 
and experiences.

Physical Stress - Flash 
Cards

The teacher could create flash cards with some physical stresses 
and effects explained. The teacher could then ask the learners to 
match the cause to the outcome.

30 minutes

Minimising Stress
The teacher could ask the learners to create a safety poster about 
minimising the physical stress of seating, lighting and hazards and 
display them around the work area.

25 minutes
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ENTRY 1

Unit 1(E1.2.2) Keep access information secure by   
         using password

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Security
The teacher could introduce the idea and purpose of passwords. 
The learners could each give their ideas on a flip chart and discuss 
with the rest of the group.

30 minutes

Passwords

The teacher could give the learners their individual passwords for 
the computers and ask learners to practice logging on and changing 
the password if necessary. The teacher could also  advise what 
makes a good password.

25 minutes

Being Secure

The teacher could discuss the risks involved with sharing 
passwords and ask the learners what they think would happen if 
for example they shared passwords with others (friends, relatives 
etc).

30 minutes

Unit 1(E1.3.1) Text message, voicemail and on-screen   
           information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Text Message
The teacher could show the learners a video on text messages 
and link it to security and safety (available free online). This could 
develop into a discussion about how text messaging has evolved.

20 minutes

FS English (E1S4)
Make contributions 
to be understood. 
(E1S2) Understand 
and follow 
instructions.

Voicemail

The teacher could introduce what you need to do when leaving 
a voicemail message. Including name, contact details and 
the message to be received. Learners could practice leaving a 
voicemail with the rest of the group. 

30 minutes

Mobile Phones

The teacher could work with the learners to cover: Use of 
PIN numbers, input of numbers, the importance of accuracy, 
answering a call and digital camera functions with practical 
examples where possible.

20 minutes
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Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Recognising Errors
The teacher could give the learners basic posters/displays on 
screen and ask the learners to identify the errors within the 
document.

35 minutes

Correcting Errors
The teacher could create some documents for the learners to 
change which involves:  typing in, changing text and numbers 
(eg time).

40 minutes

Errors

The teacher could demonstrate to the learners what to do for 
example, when a wrong button is pressed and an error message 
occurs. The teacher could allow learners to ‘play’ deleting and 
amending various documents.

35 minutes

ENTRY 1

Unit 1(E1.4.1) Identify and correct simple errors

Unit 1(E1.4.2) Label an image

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Labels - Introduction

The teacher could create a folder with a range of images in. 
The teacher could then ask the learners to amend the images 
creating suitable labels. This could be done in pairs discussing the 
suitability.

20 minutes

FS English (E1S1) 
Understand the 
main points of
short explanations.

Labels - Fill The Gap
The teacher could show the learners some diagrams that have the 
labels missing and ask the learners to identify suitable labels that 
add meaning.

35 minutes

Labels - Maps

The teacher could display a range of simple maps with the labels 
missing and ask learners to identify places. Learners should find 
this difficult and a discussion about the importance of labels will 
demonstrate meaning.

20 minutes
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ENTRY 1

Unit 1(E1.5.1) Receive and open electronic messages

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Electronic Messages

The teacher could have a discussion – what is an electronic 
message?  The example most people think of is email  but there 
is also text messaging, fax messages, audio messages etc.  The 
teacher could find out who has used any of these and use 
definition cards to discuss.  

25 minutes

FS English (E1S3)
Respond 
appropriately to
comments and
requests. 
(E1S4) Make 
contributions to 
be understood.

Receiving Messages

The teacher could give each learner the opportunity to open an 
email – there may be some who have never done this before 
and so they will need a number of attempts to become familiar 
with the process. The teacher could set up a range of emails for 
them to look at or if the teacher has the facilities to open each 
of the learners an email account of their own it will help gain 
confidence.  This activity could be done in pairs or small groups.

15 minutes

Opening Electronic 
Messages

The teacher could give the learners the opportunity to receive an 
electronic greetings card – there are sites that allow this without 
cost. It could be timed around a particular festival eg Christmas, 
Hanukkah, birthday, or simply congratulating them on their 
progress.

25 minutes
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ENTRY 2

Unit 2(E2.1.1) Use computer hardware

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Vocabulary
The teacher could introduce the common vocabulary that will be 
used and ask learners to create a document for reference to help 
them understand.

40 minutes
FS English (E2S2) 
Make appropriate 
contributions 
that are clearly 
understood. 
(E2S4)
Communicate 
information so 
that meaning is 
clear. (E2R2) Read 
and understand 
simple instructions
and directions.

Using Computer 
Hardware

The teacher could show learners how to back up their files using 
computer hardware so that they do not lose any work. This could 
include giving learners a set of step by step instructions to follow.

30 minutes

Computer Hardware

The teacher could explain the difference between hardware and 
software and design a quiz to check understanding. This could 
include Hardware: mouse, keys and scroll etc (physical things you 
touch) and Software: programmes, and operating systems. 

30 minutes

Unit 2(E2.1.2) Use software applications for a purpose

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Software Applications
The teacher could introduce the different software applications 
and icons to the learners, building on any previous knowledge 
where necessary.

25 minutes
FS English (E2S6) 
Follow the gist 
of discussions. 
(E2S5) Ask and 
respond to 
straightforward 
questions.

Using Software 
Applications

The teacher could ask the learners to create a document using 
software applications such as Word, Publisher or Excel. This could 
be a card, poster or booklet.

25 minutes

Software Applications
The teacher could ask the learners to create a basic self help 
guide to help people who are new to computers using a suitable 
software application.

25 minutes
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ENTRY 2

Unit 2(E2.1.3)  Recognise and use interface features

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Recognising Interface 
Features

The teacher could introduce the functions of the keys on the 
keyboard (explaining how the keys are organised) and what can 
be done with the mouse. Allow the learners to play around and 
find their way.

20 minutes

Using Interface Features

The teacher could discuss the interface features such as: typing, 
control keys, navigation keys, numeric pad, mouse, icons, menus 
and printers. This should involve the learners asking them to find 
and describe each features use.

20 minutes

Interface Features

The teacher could devise a quiz to signpost learners into finding 
interface features and identifying the purpose. This could be 
interactive and learners could demonstrate their understand in 
front of the class once confident.

20 minutes

FS English (E2S5) 
Ask and respond 
to straightforward 
questions.

Unit 2(E2.2.1) Minimise physical stress

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Physical Stress - 
Introduction

The teacher could introduce the need to minimise physical stress 
and ask learners why it is important to stay safe. This could be 
an interactive session where by learners write/records ways to 
overcome some stresses identified.

30 minutes

FS English (E2S2) 
Make appropriate 
contributions 
that are clearly 
understood. 
(E2S4) 
Communicate 
information so 
that meaning is 
clear. (E2R2) Read 
and understand 
simple instructions 
and directions.

Minimising Stress

Teachers could remind learners each session to check their chair 
height, screen resolution etc.  The teacher could then discuss how 
to stay safe when working in various settings/environments eg in a 
café or other public space.  

30 minutes

Reducing Stress
The teacher could ask the learners to create a safety poster about 
minimising the physical stress of seating, lighting and hazards and 
display them around the work area.

30 minutes
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ENTRY 2

Unit 2(E2.2.2) Keep access information secure by   
   using password

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Security

The teacher could outline the security needs of using ICT systems 
and discuss cases that have been in the media eg Lost banking 
information, government hacking etc. This could lead onto the 
need for a secure password for personal protection.

25 minutes

FS English (E2W1) 
Use written words
and phrases to
record and present 
information.

Passwords

The teacher could introduce the idea of passwords and give the 
learners a password for the course. Discuss how to remember a 
password and demonstrate setting up password reminders so 
users feel confident.

25 minutes

Password Safety

The teacher could recap the importance of passwords/PINs and 
the disclosure of personal information asking learners to create 
a document to hand to others outlining the importance and 
effects.

25 minutes

Unit 2(E2.2.3) Understand the need to stay safe

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Safety - Video 
Introduction

The teacher could show an interactive video (available free online) 
about the importance of online safety. They could also highlight 
the need to keep personal information to themselves and discuss 
stories in the media.

20 minutes
FS English (E2S2) 
Make appropriate 
contributions 
that are clearly 
understood. 
(E2S4) 
Communicate 
information so 
that meaning is 
clear. (E2R2) Read 
and understand 
simple instructions 
and directions.

Safety - Websites

The teacher could discuss situations whereby personal 
information may need to be provided eg online college 
application forms and how to detect unsecure sites. Learners 
could explore a range of sites identifying safe and unsafe sites to 
use.

20 minutes

Safety - Quiz

The teacher could produce a safety quiz about the dangers of 
sharing personal information. This could include scenarios that the 
group need to discuss, for example friends asking for passwords 
because they are locked out or spam emails requesting personal 
information.

20 minutes
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ENTRY 2

Unit 2(E2.4.1) Use simple search facilities

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Searching

The teacher could discuss all the sources of information that are 
available including both folders and files. The teacher could give 
learners a simple research task to use their searching skills. This 
could progress to an organised treasure hunt around the files that 
are available to the learners.

25 minutes
FS English (E2S2) 
Make appropriate 
contributions 
that are clearly 
understood. 
(E2S4) 
Communicate 
information so 
that meaning is 
clear. (E2R2) Read 
and understand 
simple instructions 
and directions.

Search Facilities

The teacher could demonstrate the search facility that finds 
documents and locations without looking in every saved folder. 
The purpose of this facility can be discussed as a group eg saving 
time.

25 minutes

Searching - Online

The teacher could introduce online search engines that are 
safe and secure to navigate. The teacher could then set some 
instruction to find websites/images/products using the search 
engines identified. 

25 minutes

Unit 2(E2.5.1) Use simple editing and formatting        
           techniques

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Editing

The teacher could produce and range of hand out documents 
and ask each learner to change the details of their document 
and improve the look – perhaps for a different audience eg what 
would they change if the audience was younger/older, has poor 
eyesight etc.

15 minutes

FS English(E2R2) 
Read and 
understand 
simple instructions 
and directions.

Formatting

The teacher could open a Word document and explain where to 
find the formatting options and what each technique is used for, 
eg paragraphs, bullets, theme and background. Learners could 
then produce a document using formatting techniques.

15 minutes

Editing and Formatting

The teacher could discuss the need to proof read and check 
spelling of created documents. This could mean asking the 
learners to print a document they have produced to show 
evidence that editing and changes have been made since a draft 
copy.

15 minutes



17

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 2

Unit 2(E2.6.1) For print and for viewing on screen

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Printing - Print Preview
The teacher should highlight the need for printing and reducing 
waste. Learners could be shown the print preview selection to 
check their own work before printing evidence.

25 minutes

Print Preview

The teacher could ask learners to bring  in old photos/pictures/
posters so that the teacher can help scan them for learners to 
resize and add labels. This can then be viewed in print preview 
until the learner is happy with the new creation.

25 minutes

Printing
Learners could be encourage to explore the different ways to 
view complete documents including orientation, page layout, 
duplicate printing and draft.

25 minutes

Unit 2(E2.6.2)  Identify and correct simple errors

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Identifying Errors

The teacher could design some text and ask the learners to edit 
the information – font, colour and correcting any errors (Teacher 
should remind learners that spell check may pick up errors but 
that they must proofread).

30 minutes

Correcting Errors
The teacher could ask the learners to produce a letter to a friend 
and swap these letters amongst the group so that errors can be 
corrected and formats can be improved.

30 minutes

Computer Errors
The learners could proof read their own work to correct simple 
errors such as typing errors, bold font and spelling to improve the 
overall quality of their documents.

30 minutes



18 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 18 DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 2

Unit 2(E2.7.1) Read, send and receive electronic    
         messages

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Electronic Messages

The teacher could have a discussion – what is an electronic 
message?  The example most people think of is email but there 
is also text messaging, fax messages, audio messages etc.  The 
teacher could find out who has used any of these and use 
definition cards to discuss.  

30 minutes
FS English (E2S6) 
Follow the gist 
of discussions. 
(E2S5) Ask and 
respond to 
straightforward 
questions. (E2S2) 
Make appropriate 
contributions 
that are clearly 
understood.

Reading Electronic 
Messages

The teacher could demonstrate on the whiteboard how to 
navigate around email settings – allowing learners to read the 
displayed email.  The teacher could then print screen the email 
page and give it to learners as a hard copy so that they can 
annotate it for future reference.

30 minutes

Sending Electronic 
Messages

The teacher could ask the learners to type emails to each other 
and send the emails – this means all learners will be able to 
receive and read emails. This should be monitored for content and 
warnings issued.

30 minutes
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FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.1.1) Use correct procedures to start and      
   shut down an ICT system

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Starting ICT Systems The teacher could demonstrate how to turn on the computer 
safely and encourage all learners to turn on their systems.

20 minutes

FS English (E3S1) 
Follow the main 
points of a 
discussion

Shutting down ICT 
Systems

The learners could demonstrate the correct procedure for closing 
down programmes and shutting down the computer at the end 
of the session.

20 minutes

ICT Systems
The teacher could discuss what other ICT systems the learners 
may be aware of, such as cash machines, touchscreens and 
doctors’ appointments tracking.

20 minutes

Unit 3(E3.1.2) Use input and output devices

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Input Devices

The teacher could ask the learners to highlight what is an input 
and what is an output device – the learner (or pair of learners) 
who highlight the most are the winners. The teacher could also 
ask the learners what they should do if input or output devices are 
not working properly.

25 minutes

FS English (E3S1) 
Follow the main 
points of a 
discussion. (E3S3) 
Give own point of 
view and respond 
appropriately to 
others' point of 
view.

Output Devices

The teacher could take time to explain what everything does 
(input and output) and how it is linked. This could include a recap 
– which are input and which are output devices. The teacher 
could note all of the responses on the whiteboard for reference.

25 minutes

Input and Output 
devices

The teacher could ask the learners to create a visual display of the 
input and output devises explaining in their own words the use of 
each. These could include Input: Mouse, keyboard, touch screen 
and scanners and Output: Projectors, monitors and printers. The 
advantages and disadvantages could also be discussed as an 
extension activity.

25 minutes



20 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 20 DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.1.3) Use software applications to meet   
         needs and solve given problems

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Software Applications - 
Quiz

The teacher could explain the difference between hardware and 
software and design a quiz to check understanding. This could 
include Hardware: mouse, keys and scroll etc (physical things you 
touch) and Software: programmes, and operating systems. 

30 minutes

FS English (E3R2) 
Obtain specific 
information 
through detailed 
reading. (E3R4) 
Read and 
understand 
texts in different 
formats using 
strategies 
appropriate to 
the task.

Software Applications - 
Letter Of Advertisement

The learners could produce a letter of advertisement using a 
range of software applications and features such as appearance, 
style, font and word, publisher and excel.

30 minutes

Software Applications
The teacher could ask the learners to produce a document on a 
given topic eg Hobbies and chose a suitable software application 
to demonstrate their skills.

30 minutes

Unit 3(E3.1.4) Recognise and use interface features

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Recognising Interface 
Features

The teacher could introduce the interface features including the 
functions of the keys on the keyboard (explaining how the keys 
are organised) and what can be done with the mouse. Allow the 
learners to play around, find their way and discuss any known 
features.

15 minutes

FS English (E3R2) 
Obtain specific 
information 
through detailed 
reading. (E3R4) 
Read and 
understand 
texts in different 
formats using 
strategies 
appropriate to 
the task.

Using Interface Features The teacher could introduce the most common keyboard 
shortcut, for example: Control P, Alt F etc.

15 minutes

Interface Features

The teacher could ask the learners to customise their desktop 
using interface features. Once complete they could show to the 
group for others to identify the changes and why the learner 
might have selected these.

15 minutes
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FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.1.5) Change simple software settings

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Software Settings - 
Personalisation

The teacher could demonstrate to learners how to change the 
software settings for personalisation. Learners could then select and 
apply their chosen settings.

30 minutes

Software Settings - 
Treasure Hunt

The teacher could save a range of images in different files including 
media files and arrange a treasure hunt for the learners to find, 
open and record what each image is. The first to complete wins the 
task.

30 minutes

Software Settings - Users
The teacher could give learners different scenarios: who would 
install which application software and why? Examples: a teacher, 
an architect, a shop-keeper. 

30 minutes

Unit 3(E3.2.1) Open and save files

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Saving Files - File Names

The teacher could discuss saving files and using informative file 
names demonstrating how learners should save files to various 
media. This could include a discussion on backing up files and 
why this is important.

25 minutes

FS English (E3S1) 
Follow the main 
points of a 
discussion

Opening Files
The teacher could guide the learners to open the session work 
using a flow chart/set of instructions so that learners can gain 
experience in finding and opening documents for themselves.

25 minutes

Saving Files
The learners could be asked by the teacher to save and group 
their personal documents so that they can be understood by 
other users. This involves creating appropriate titles and folders.

25 minutes



22 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 22 DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.2.2) Know how to insert and remove media

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Inserting Media

The teacher could ask learners to produce a short newspaper article 
highlighting how to stay safe when using the Internet.  Searching 
the Internet for suitable images to use. Learners could then save 
with an informative file name to a media of their choice.

35 minutes

Removing Media

The teacher could discuss that computer files can be stored 
separately from a computer on portable storage media. The most 
common are optical disks (CD-R, DVD), USB flash drives and external 
magnetic hard disks. The learners could research the best way to 
remove media and feedback to the group.

35 minutes

Inserting and Removing 
Media

The teacher could ask the learners to create a PowerPoint 
presentation inserting appropriate data and animations. Once 
checked by the teacher the learners could make changes and 
delete/alter some of their ideas. 

35 minutes

Unit 3(E3.3.1) Use and change passwords

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Passwords

The teacher could introduce the idea of passwords and give each 
learner a password. Discuss how to  remember a password. The 
teacher should then allow learners to change the password to 
something of their own choice.

25 minutes FS English (E3S1) 
Follow the main 
points of a 
discussion. (E3S5) 
Make relevant 
contributions, 
allowing for 
and responding 
to others; 
contributions.

Password Safety
The teacher could discuss the importance of keeping passwords 
safe and changing them regularly. The learners could then 
produce a display on password safety for example ‘Do's’/’Don'ts’.

25 minutes

Password Safety - 
Personal Information

The teacher could recap the importance of passwords/PINs and 
the disclosure of personal information asking learners to create 
a document to hand to others outlining the importance and 
effects.

25 minutes
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FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.3.2) Minimise physical stress

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Physical Stress - 
Introduction

The teacher could introduce the need to minimise physical stress 
and ask learners why it is important to stay safe. This could be 
an interactive session where by learners write/records ways to 
overcome some stresses identified.

40 minutes

FS English (E3S1) 
Follow the main 
points of a 
discussion

Minimising Stress

Teachers could remind learner each session to check their chair 
height, screen resolution etc.  The teacher could then discuss how 
to stay safe when working in various settings/environments eg in a 
café or other public space.  

40 minutes

Reducing Stress
The teacher could ask the learners to create a safety poster about 
minimising the physical stress of seating, lighting and hazards and 
display them around the work area.

40 minutes

Unit 3(E3.4.1) Search stored information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Searching

The teacher could introduce the search tool to find documents 
stored on the system and discuss why this tool is important eg 
saving time. The teacher could them hide files and ask learners to 
find the named documents.

25 minutes

Searching Information

The teacher could show the learners how to group files together 
with personal names making documents easier to search for 
and find. This could then lead to learners giving a practical 
demonstration of how to use the search tool to find a stored 
document. 

25 minutes

Searching Stored 
Information

The teacher could show the learners images of different storage 
systems eg an unorganised pile of papers, a filofax and a 
computer icon. They could discuss ways to store information and 
which they believe is most effective and why.

25 minutes



24 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 24 DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.4.2) Search web-based sources of information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Search Engines
The teacher could give each learner a list of items to find on the 
internet using identified search engines. This could be items for a 
shopping list, CDs or finding games online.

30 minutes

Search Engines - Review
The learners could navigate around a range of search engines 
creating a review of the most/least useful ones based on time, 
effort and success.

30 minutes

Searching Web-based 
Sources

Learners could be given a list of items to search for costs and 
websites that have offers on using a search engine. Items could 
include furnitures, games etc. The pair with all the items for the 
cheapest price wins.

30 minutes

Unit 3(E3.6.1) Enter, edit and format information,    
          including text, graphics, numbers or   
         other digital content, to achieve the   
        required outcome

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Entering Information
The teacher could create a spreadsheet and demonstrate to the 
learners how to input numbers and use the programme correctly. 
(eg cell formulas, highlighting numbers for totals). 

40 minutes

FS Maths (I1) 
Extract, use 
and compare 
information 
from lists, tables, 
simple charts and 
graphs.

Editing and Formatting 
Information

The teacher could introduce a range of editing techniques to 
the learners such as page number, borders and bullet points. 
The teacher could then ask the learners to develop a documents 
using a range of discussed techniques.

40 minutes

Editing and Formatting

The teacher could introduce to the learners how to change a 
document using a given format. This could include a flow chart of 
instructions that the learners have to understand and demonstrate, 
printing their final piece. 

40 minutes



25

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.6.2) Insert and position graphics or other   
         digital content to achieve a purpose

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Inserting Graphics
The teacher could ask the learners to produce a advertising 
document for an upcoming event including inserting images, 
animations and text boxes.

30 minutes

Positioning Graphics
The teacher could ask the learners to design a poster using the 
publisher applications including a range of images. This could be for 
example, to advertise a school activity.

30 minutes

Inserting and Positioning 
Graphics

The teacher could give each pair of learners an event to create a 
suitable poster/leaflet for and ask learners to add graphics, images 
and labels to their finished piece. Eg Holiday club, charity event, 
sports day etc.

30 minutes

Unit 3(E3.6.3) Process numbers to meet needs

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Processing Numbers - 
Using ICT

Many E3 learners may not be confident with numbers – teachers 
could offer support by outlining how computers can help.  At 
this level they will need to be able to recognise numbers on the 
keyboard and on screen. The teacher could demonstrate this and 
recap position and value.

30 minutes
FS Maths (A1 
and A2) Apply 
mathematics to 
obtain answers 
to simple 
given practical 
problems that 
are clear and 
routine. Use 
simple checking 
procedures.

Processing Numbers - 
Entering Information

The teacher could discuss with the learners where they might use 
numbers and how they might be important when they are using 
a computer eg entering information when applying for a job or 
online banking.  Teachers could identify some sites where learners 
can use them to practice filling in forms (making sure the sites are 
secure!). 

30 minutes

Processing Numbers - 
Graphs and Charts

The teacher could give learners the opportunity to use the keyboard to 
input and amend numbers. Introducing the idea of graphs and charts 
as different ways of displaying and reading numbers.

30 minutes



26 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 26 DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.7.1) For print and for viewing on screen

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Printing - Print Preview
The teacher could recap the importance of checking documents 
before printing and ask learners to demonstrate how to do this, for 
example print preview. Discuss the effects of waste products.

20 minutes

Print Preview

The teacher could ask learners to bring  in old photos/pictures/
posters so that then the teacher can help scan them for learners to 
resize and add labels. This can then be viewed in print preview until 
the learner is happy with the new creation.

20 minutes

Printing
The teacher could ask the learners to demonstrate how to print 
documents in different orientations, sizes, double sided, draft and 
current page.

20 minutes

Unit 3(E3.7.2) Check for accuracy and meaning

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Checking Accuracy

The teacher could show the learners a document which contains 
errors, asking them to highlight the errors. The teacher could then 
ask learners how they would identify and correct simple errors in 
this document.  

35 minutes FS English 
(E3R3) Use 
organisational 
features to locate 
information. 
(E3R4) Read 
and understand 
texts in different 
formats using 
strategies 
appropriate to 
the task.

Audiences

The teacher could discuss that once learners have rectified 
any mistakes in document, how these documents could be 
made more appealing or easier to read.  Considering a range of 
audiences: Children, adults, elderly and those with poor sight etc.

35 minutes

Meaning

The teacher could display a range of documents (some including 
errors) and discuss their purpose. Checking for accuracy and meaning 
eg do the captions/labels on images help the reader – how could they 
be changed?

35 minutes
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FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.7.3) Check suitability of information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Suitability
The teacher could give the learners a labelled document/image 
for the learners to discuss the suitability and meaning. The learners 
could suggest and make changes where necessary.

15 minutes

FS English (E3S1) 
Follow the main 
points of a 
discussion

Suitability of Information 
- Proof Reading

The learners could be ask to proof read documents created by the 
teacher or each other checking for errors and suitable formats. 
The learner could mark the work and write and suggestions/
improvements.

15 minutes

Suitability of Information 
- Document Production

The teacher could give each group of learners a scenario and ask 
them to create a suitable document to pass the information on. 
Topics could include Summer fayre (therefore a formal report 
would not be suitable and learners should select a poster etc). 

15 minutes

Unit 3(E3.8.1) Read, send and receive electronic    
   messages

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Reading Electronic 
Messages

The teacher could email the learners the instructions for the lesson 
to check the understanding of opening and reading electronic 
documents. This could include attachments and hyperlinks.

35 minutes FS English 
(E3R3) Use 
organisational 
features to locate 
information. 
(E3R4) Read 
and understand 
texts in different 
formats using 
strategies 
appropriate to 
the task.

Electronic Messages

The teacher could have a discussion – what is an electronic 
message?  The example most people think of is email  but there 
is also text messaging, fax messages, audio messages etc.  The 
teacher could find out who has used any of these and use 
definition cards to discuss.  

35 minutes

Receiving Electronic 
Messages

The teacher could ask the learner to produce a display for others about 
the advantages and disadvantages of a range of electronic messaging 
systems.

35 minutes



28 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 28 DELIVERY GUIDE

ENTRY 3

Unit 3(E3.8.2) Use contacts

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Contacts
The learners could be encourage to search for friends’ emails using 
the contacts tab in a blank email. This could be demonstrated by 
the tutor.

25 minutes

Contacts - Sort
The teacher could give the learners a list of contacts and ask them 
to sort the data into a logical order and use the information to send 
group messages.

25 minutes

Contacts - Purposes
The learners could discuss with the group where else they use 
a contact lists and the different format for different purposes eg 
Alphabetical order in diary/phone.

25 minutes

Unit 3(E3.8.3) Understand the need to stay safe and to  
                    respect others when using ICT-based  
             communication

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Safety - Newspaper 
article

The teacher could ask learners to produce a short newspaper 
article highlighting how to stay safe when using the Internet.  
Searching the Internet for suitable images to use. Learners could 
then save with an informative file name to a media of their choice.

40 minutes

FS English (E3S1) 
Follow the main 
points of a 
discussion

Safety - Sharing 
information

The teacher could display stories from the press about safety and 
the effects of sharing information. This could be developed in 
to group work where each group has a different story and their 
opinions are presented to the rest of the group.

40 minutes

Safety
The group could identify the most important safety features associated 
with ICT use and the internet and display them in a suitable format for a 
younger audience.

40 minutes
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FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.1.1) Use ICT to plan and organise work  

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Planning
The teacher could discuss different planning techniques with the 
learners and when they would use each technique. Learners could 
make a plan of what they want to achieve from the course.

20 minutes

Organising

The teacher could discuss organisational methods for planning 
including flow diagrams, notes, research and sequencing. These 
techniques should be recorded by learners and the learners could 
discuss the advantages/disadvantages with each.

20 minutes

Drafts

The teacher could ask the learner to find out if a teenager has any 
money left in her budget based on the activities/expenditure given 
by the tutor in a data file. The learner could decide to do this task by 
using a spreadsheet and by entering the appropriate formulas to 
find out the information required.

20 minutes

Unit 4(1.2.1) Select and use software applications to meet  
      needs and solve straightforward problems

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Software Applications - 
Users

The teacher could give learners different scenarios: who would 
install which application software and why? Examples: a teacher, an 
architect, a shop-keeper. 

30 minutes

J4061 Unit B061, 
2.1.1: ICT Systems

Software Applications - 
Choice

The teacher could ask the learners what application software they 
would install and why (leisure, socialising, studying). They could 
visually display each situation.

30 minutes

Software Applications - 
Issues

The teacher could explore the problems learners face even with 
the best customised computer. Ask learners what technical 
troubles they have come across that stopped or delayed them from 
completing a task. Ensure that issues that could impact negatively 
on the learners performance during the test eg printer jam, no 
connection.

30 minutes



30 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 30 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.2.2) Select and use interface features effectively  
        to meet needs

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Interface Features - 
Introduction

The teacher could ask the learners to customise their desktop using 
interface features. Once complete they could show to the group 
for others to identify the changes and why the learner might have 
selected these.

25 minutes

J4061 Unit B061, 
2.1.1: ICT Systems

Using Interface Features The teacher could introduce the most common keyboard shortcut, 
for example: Control P, Alt F etc.

25 minutes

Interface Features - 
Application

Learners could create a document on the interface features they 
have learned such as:  menus - icons - option buttons - links / 
hotspots - windows - dialogue boxes - drag and drop - copy and 
paste - cut  - toolbar - scrollbar - zoom - minimise – maximise.

25 minutes

Unit 4(1.2.3) Adjust system settings as appropriate to 
        individual needs

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

System Settings

The teacher could show learners a desktop. Explain that it does not 
have to look like this. Make some changes, eg move some icons to 
new locations, rearrange all icons or change their size. Open the 
volume control and an application by double-clicking on its icon 
(make sure the learners hear the clicks or count them) then ask 
learners to play around with the settings.

30 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.1:  ICT 
SystemsAdjusting Settings

The teacher could put the learners into two or three pairs/groups 
and give them the activity ‘What desktop and which settings 
improve, which hinder their use of the computer’. Learners should 
identify applications in both situations with explanations.

30 minutes

Adjust and use system 
settings

Learners could complete a controlled assessment to demonstrate 
their ability to adjust: - volume - brightness - background/ 
wallpaper/screen saver - colours - mouse settings - screen 
resolution. The assessment should be set by the teacher. 

30 minutes
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FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.3.1) Work with files, folders and other media to  
               access, organise, store, label and retrieve   
        information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Files and Folders

The teacher could show the learners images of different storage 
systems eg an unorganised pile of papers, a filofax and a computer 
icon. They could discuss ways to store information and which they 
believe is most effective and why.

45 minutes

J4061 Unit B061, 
2.1.1: ICT Systems

Media Files The teacher could ask the learner to group their personal files and 
organise them using suitable folder names and methods.

45 minutes

Storing and labelling

Learners could demonstrate their ability to:  create and name 
directories/folders - save files in appropriate locations using 
appropriate filenames - use ‘save as’ when appropriate - locate 
and open existing files - backup and restore files from a removable 
medium - password protect files. This could be done through a 
controlled assessment set by the teacher. 

45 minutes

Unit 4(1.4.1) Demonstrate how to create, use and   
        maintain secure passwords

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Creating Passwords
The teacher could demonstrate to learners how to create a new 
password for their user ID and encourage learners to chose a 
suitable password for the duration.

15 minutes
J4061 Unit B063, 
2.3.8: Legal, social 
and ethical issues 
when using ICT. 
Unit B061 2.1.2 
Exchanging 
information. 2.1.5 
Keeping data safe 
and secure.

Changing Passwords
The teacher could show the learners how to change their 
passwords safely and discuss why it might need to be changed, 
eg security and if someone knows your password.

15 minutes

Password safety

The teacher could ask the learners to explain why its important 
to keep passwords safe and what to do if they suspect somebody 
else has accessed their information. Discuss how often to change 
a password and setting a secure password that is strong.

15 minutes



32 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 32 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.4.2) Demonstrate how to minimise the risk of  
        computer viruses

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Viruses
The teacher could discuss scenarios whereby a virus could cause 
problems for the user and ask for learners input eg secure websites, 
antivirus software.

25 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B063, 2.3.8: 
Legal, social 
and ethical 
issues when 
using ICT

Viruses - Software 
comparison

The teacher could ask the learners to list anti virus software 
programmes and key information that each programme offers. 
More able learners could compare services against the costs of each 
programme. 

25 minutes

Viruses - Software 
Overview

The teacher could discuss the effect of anti virus software and the 
need to keep your computer and information safe from other. The 
teacher could also include where to go for help if learners suspect 
malpractice.

25 minutes

Unit 4(1.5.1) Search engines, queries

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Search Engines - 
Introduction

The teacher could ask learners in pairs to list any search engines 
they are familiar with and in what situation they use each one.

20 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.2:  
Exchanging 
information

Search Engines - Use

The teacher could show learners how to use search techniques for 
example using search engines to find information on the internet, 
using links/hotspots, menus, single text, numeric and date search 
criterion. 

20 minutes

Search Engines - 
Controlled Assessment

The teacher could set up a controlled assessment to check the 
understanding of search engines. This should include links, menus, 
single text and relational operators.

20 minutes



33

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.5.2) Recognise and take account of currency,
          relevance, bias and copyright when     
        selecting and using information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Copyright Laws - 
Introduction

The teacher could show learners a presentation on copyright laws and 
the ‘dos’/’donts’. (These can be found online for free and require little 
planning). 

45 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B063, 2.3.8: 
Legal, social 
and ethical 
issues when 
using ICT

Copyright Laws - Key 
Information

The learners could produce a leaflet on the most important 
information covered by the copyright law that teenagers would 
understand.  This involves selecting appropriate information and 
editing language. 

45 minutes

Copyright Laws - Validity 
of Information

The teacher could discuss with the learner how to evaluate 
the validity of information downloaded with regards to: age of 
information, reliability of source, relevance to the task set  and 
compliance with copyright. 

45 minutes

Unit 4(1.7.1) Apply editing, formatting and layout    
        techniques to meet needs, including text, 
                            tables, graphics, records, numbers, charts,  
        graphs or other digital content

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Editing
The teacher could give the learners a group of tables and charts and 
ask the learners to compare the data and edit any mistakes/wrong 
values to display correct data.

40 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 

Formatting

The teacher could demonstrate to the learners how to work with text 
for example: insert, delete, drag and drop, copy and paste, format text 
(font, style, size) and the use of paragraph alignment (left, right, centre, 
fully justified), Allow learners to explore for themselves. 

40 minutes

Layout
The teacher could ask learners to find an appropriate video and 
demonstrate their ability to: insert the video and/or sound file and 
provide it in a presentation slide to the other learners. 

40 minutes



34 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 34 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.8.1) Process numerical data

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Numerical Data - Sort

After the register the teacher could ask learners to suggest three other 
ways of ordering everyone in the group.  Ensure one is based on 
numbers eg date of birth. Ask them to come up with combinations 
of criteria, such as all girls first, in age, name, followed by boys in age, 
name etc.

35 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 
2.1.4: 
Manipulating 
data

Numerical Data - 
Structured Data

The teacher should take time to introduce key terms for structured 
data. Ask learners to talk about obvious features that differentiate UK 
bank notes and write some of their features on the board and create a 
table. The teacher could ask the learners to input the data into a table 
using Excel and features such as field names, columns, rows and tabs 
where necessary.

35 minutes

Numerical Data - Tables

The teacher could explain that both spreadsheets and database software 
can handle large amounts of structured data. Explain that learners will 
use spreadsheets as they will handle single tables, not several tables at 
the same time (related tables). Finish  by wiping off or deleting the table’s 
header row and ask learners whether or not the remaining words on the 
board make as much sense as before.  Remind learners of the importance 
of meaningful names for files and folders. The same applies to fields.  

35 minutes

Unit 4(1.8.2) Display numerical data in a graphical format

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Graphs - Advantages/
Disadvantages

The teacher could ask learners how they think the data is entered and 
how it is maintained (keyboard entries, drag & drop, imports, automatic 
updates, eg for points earned).  Ask learners to give the advantages 
and disadvantages of each data entry method.

45 minutes
J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 
2.1.4: 
Manipulating 
data

Graphs - Application
The teacher could demonstrate creating graphs from raw data then 
ask learners to design and create a five-column table for books, cars, 
or mobile phones then convert this into a graph format for display.

45 minutes

Graphs - Conclusions
The teacher could give the learners the attendance figures for the 
course and ask the them to put this information into a graph format
so that it is easier to compare and draw conclusions.

45 minutes



35

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.8.3) Use field names and data types to organise  
        information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Field Names

The teacher could introduce data and explain that file and folder 
names cannot be formatted but field names can.  Tell learners that 
field names: like headlines in a newspaper or magazines should stand 
out and not be trancated.  Ensure learners should know how to adjust 
the width of a column to show a long field name in full. 

20 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 
2.1.4: 
Manipulating 
data

Data types

The teacher could recap the use of software applications that allows 
learners to organise and record information by using field/column 
names and data types. The learners could then demonstrate their 
ability to set up field headings as specified, set up field data types 
(number, text, date as specified). 

20 minutes

Field Names

The teacher could ask learners to use any software application that 
allows them to organise and record information by using field/
column names and data types. The teacher could feedback on 
performance suggesting changes if necessary. 

20 minutes

Unit 4(1.8.4) Enter, search, sort and edit records

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Entering records

The teacher could create a spreadsheet and demonstrate to the 
learners how to input numbers and use the programme correctly. 
(eg cell formulas, highlighting numbers for totals). The teacher could 
then give each learner a set of data to enter accurately, editing where 
necesssary.

35 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 
2.1.4: 
Manipulating 
data

Searching Records
The teacher could provide the learners with a set of information and 
ask the learners to enter, amend details and delete records as per 
teacher instruction. 

35 minutes

Sorting records

The teacher could give the learners some data to sort based on a single 
field in ascending (A-Z, 1-10) or descending (Z-A, 10-1) order. Learners 
could then search records using a single text, numeric or data criterion 
and/or the relational operators =, <, >, <> to demonstrate greater 
understanding. 

35 minutes



36 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 36 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.9.1) Read, send and receive electronic    
               messages with attachments

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Reading Electronic 
Messages

The teacher could email the learners the instructions for the lesson 
to check the understanding of opening and reading electronic 
documents. This could include attachments and hyperlinks.

40 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.2:  
Exchanging 
information. 
2.1.5 Keeping 
data safe and 
secure.

Electronic Messages

The teacher could have a discussion – what is an electronic 
message?  The example most people think of is email  but there is 
also text messaging, fax messages, audio messages etc.  The teacher 
could find out who has used any of these and use definition cards to 
discuss.  

40 minutes

Receiving Electronic 
Messages

The teacher could ask the learner to produce a display for others 
about the advantages and disadvantages of a range of electronic 
messaging systems.

40 minutes

Unit 4(1.9.2) Demonstrate understanding of the need to 
          stay safe and to respect others when using  
        ICT-based communication

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Safety - Introduction The teachers could stress health and safety issues (handling electrical 
items with care) and tell learners who to turn to for help. 

1 hour
J4061 Unit 
B063, 2.3.8: 
Legal, social 
and ethical 
issues when 
using ICT

Safety - Internet
The teacher could discuss with learners the nature of the internet and 
how information is accessible to a range of individuals. Learners could 
include any experience of safety issues.

1 hour

Safety - Personal 
Information

The teacher could discuss with the learners when it is appropriate/
inappropriate to disclose their own personal information.

1 hour



37

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 1

Unit 4(1.10.1) For print and for viewing on screen

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Printing - Basics
The teacher could ask the learners to demonstrate how to print 
documents in different orientations, sizes, double sided, draft and 
current page.

20 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.2:  
Exchanging 
information

Print Preview

The teacher could ask learners to bring in old photos/pictures/
posters so that then the teacher can help scan them for learners to 
resize and add labels. This can them be viewed in print preview until 
the learner is happy with the new creation.

20 minutes

Printing - Print Preview
The teacher could recap the importance of checking documents 
before printing and ask learners to demonstrate how to do this, for 
example print preview. Discuss the effects of waste products.

20 minutes

Unit 4(1.10.2) Check for accuracy and meaning

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Checking Accuracy

The teacher could show the learners a document which contains 
errors, asking them to highlight the errors. The teacher could then 
ask learners how they would identify and correct simple errors in 
this document.  

30 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B062, 2.2.3: 
Practical use of 
files and data.

Checking Accuracy using 
ICT

The learner could take responsibility for making sure that their work is 
accurate.  Learners must develop strategies to do this.  As a minimum 
the teacher should stress the use of ICT facilities such as a spell 
checker.

30 minutes

Proof Reading

The teacher could give the learners a document to proofread 
detecting any errors not corrected by spell checker and checking that 
meaning is clear and correct. The learner should amend and show 
their changes clearly. 

30 minutes



38 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 38 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.1.1) Use ICT to plan and analyse complex or
                 multi-step tasks and activities and to make    
                             decisions about suitable approaches

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Planning multi step tasks

The teacher could ask the learners  to prepare a multi-media 
presentation about whether attendance targets had been met.  
The learner could decide to do this task by using a spread-sheet to 
analyse figures provided and produce a chart. 

30 minutes

J461 Unit 
B061, 2.1.1 ICT 
Systems. Unit 
B062, 2.2.3 
Practical use of 
files and data.

Analysing multi step 
tasks

The teacher could ask the learners to produce a flow chart about 
their approach to new tasks outlining how they plan, analyse and 
make decisions about the ways they learn. 

30 minutes

ICT approaches

The teacher could ask the learner to produce a PowerPoint 
presentation based on an unfamiliar topic whereby the learner has 
to source information accurately making decision about suitability 
eg Fair trade, Comic relief.

30 minutes

Unit 5(2.2.1) Select and use software applications to   
        meet needs and solve complex problems

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Software applications

The teacher could ask the learners to select appropriate software to 
manage information with storage to enable efficient retrieval and 
to use appropriate searching techniques to locate information from 
web-based sources.

25 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.1: ICT 
Systems

Software applications - 
Choice

The teacher could ask the learners what application software they 
would install and why (leisure, socialising, studying). They could 
visually display each situation.

25 minutes

Software applications - 
Storage

The teacher could ask the learner to select appropriate software 
to manage information storage to enable efficient retrieval using 
appropriate search techniques to locate information from web-based 
sources and from stored information. The teacher could begin with a 
discussion about storage devises and programmes.

25 minutes



39

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.2.2) Select and use a range of interface    
             features and system facilities effectively  
             to meet needs

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Interface features - 
Menus and Icons

The teacher could ask learners to demonstrate their knowledge on 
using interface features including menus, icons, option buttons, 
links and hotspots.

30 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.1: ICT 
Systems

Interface features - 
Windows

The teacher could ask learners to demonstrate their knowledge on 
using interface features including windows, dialogue boxes, drag 
and drop, copy and paste and cut. 

30 minutes

Interface features - 
Toolbars

The teacher could ask learners to demonstrate their knowledge on 
using interface features including toolbar, scrollbar, zoom, minimise, 
maximise,  templates and wizards. 

30 minutes

Unit 5(2.2.3) Select and adjust system settings as    
        appropriate to individual needs

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Selecting system settings

The teacher could explain to learners that ICT systems often provide 
accessibility features to allow users to customise the system to meet 
their needs. The teacher could then ask the learners to customise their 
settings being creative. 

45 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.1: ICT 
Systems

Adjusting system 
settings

The teacher could ask the learner to select system settings that they 
can change and adjust such as volume, brightness, background, 
wallpaper and screen saver. 

45 minutes

Selecting system settings
The teacher could ask the learner to select system settings that they 
can change and adjust such as colours, mouse settings and screen 
resolution.

45 minutes



40 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 40 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.2.4) Respond to ICT problems and take    
        appropriate action

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

ICT problems The teacher could give the learners the problem of losing data and ask 
how they would approach this.

45 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B062, 2.2.1: 
Investigating a 
need

ICT problems The teacher could give learners the problem of a computer freezing 
and ask how the learners would respond to this. 

45 minutes

Appropriate actions
The teacher could present the problems of paper jamming and full 
storage and ask the learner to produce a guide of how to overcome 
these issues. 

45 minutes

Unit 5(2.2.5) Understand the danger of computer viruses  
        and how to minimise risk

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Viruses - Minimising Risk The teacher could discuss with the learners how they would 
minimise the risks of computer viruses.

30 minutes J4061 Unit 
B063, 2.3.8: 
Legal, social 
and ethical 
issues when 
using ICT. 
Unit B061, 
2.1.5 Keeping 
data safe and 
secure.

Viruses - Anti-virus 
Software

The teacher could ask the learners to research the anti-virus software 
available and how it works. The learner could produce a guide to 
follow.

30 minutes

Viruses - Suspicious Files
The teacher could demonstrate how to treat files from unknown 
sources with caution and how to report a virus if they suspect 
anything. 

30 minutes



41

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.3.1) Manage files, folders and other media       
             storage to enable efficient information       
                  retrieval

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Managing files
The teacher could lead a discussion on file management, including: 
creating and naming directories/folders, saving files in appropriate 
locations using appropriate file names  and using ‘save as’.

25 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.1: ICT 
Systems

Media storage
The teacher could ask the learners to locate and open existing files,  
backup and restore these files from a removable medium  and add a 
password to protect it.

25 minutes

Managing files
The teacher could ask the learners to delete, copy and move files, 
add to directories/folders, rename files and directories/folders  and 
compress files/folders. 

25 minutes

Unit 5(2.4.1) Search engines, queries and AND/NOT/ 
       OR, >, <, >=, <=, contains, begins with,   
       use of wild cards 

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Search engines - Finding 
Information

The teacher could ask the learners to use searching techniques to 
find information, for example, using search engines to find specific 
information on the internet including links/ hotspots and using 
multiple text, numeric date and logical search criteria.

35 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.2:  
Exchanging 
information

Search engines - 
Relational Operators

The teacher could ask the learners to use searching techniques to 
find information, for example using quotation marks and relational 
operators (=, >, <, <>, >=, <=). 

35 minutes

Search engines - Logical 
Operators

The teacher could ask the learners to use searching techniques to 
find information, for example using logical operators AND/NOT/OR - 
use ‘contains’, ‘begins with’ and the *wildcard. 

35 minutes



42 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 42 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.5.1) Recognise and take account of copyright  
       and other constraints on the use of   
       information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Copyright Laws - 
Introduction

The teacher could outline the copyright laws and ask learners to 
develop a guide suitable for teenagers.

45 minutes J4061 Unit 
B063, 2.3.8: 
Legal, social 
and ethical 
issues when 
using ICT. 
Unit B061, 
2.1.5 Keeping 
data safe and 
secure.

Copyright - Research
The teacher could ask the learner to download information in 
compliance with copyright to demonstrate their knowledge of the 
law.

45 minutes

Copyright Laws - 
Acknowledgements

The teacher could ask the learners to acknowledge sources that 
avoid plagiarism. Teacher could also present text and documents 
that are plagiarised and create a discussion. 

45 minutes

Unit 5(2.5.2) Evaluate fitness for purpose of information

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Fit For Purpose - Validity

The teacher could ask learners about the validity of information 
downloaded with regards to age of information and reliability of 
the source. This could involves a discussion on currency and fit for 
purpose.

20 minutes

J461 Unit B062, 
2.2.3 Practical 
use of files and 
data.

Fit For Purpose - Sources

The teacher could give the learners a set of instruction in varying 
forms and ask learners to select the information required for the task 
from that found from various sources including the internet, clipart 
and files on disk.

20 minutes

Fit For Purpose - Graphs 
and Charts

The learner could check their own information created with regards 
to chart/graph or a group of objects. The teacher could give each 
learner a set of data to input and check. 

20 minutes
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FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.6.1) Apply a range of editing, formatting and
                layout techniques to meet needs, including    
               text, tables, graphics, records, numerical  
                           data, charts, graphs or other digital content  

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Editing techniques

The teacher could ask the learners to demonstrate their ability to 
work with text including: insert, delete, drag and drop, copy and 
paste, format text (font, style, size) and use of paragraph alignment 
(left, right, centre, fully justified).

35 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 

Formatting techniques

The teacher could ask the learners to demonstrate their ability 
to work with text including: inserting and positioning text boxes, 
create a table defining the correct number of rows and columns, 
editing tables, deleting, inserting rows and columns, adjusting 
column width to suit information, aligning information within a 
table (left, right, centre) and adding/removing cell borders. 

35 minutes

Layout

The teacher could ask the learners to demonstrate their ability to 
work with text including: sizing images as appropriate, cropping 
images as appropriate, bordering images as appropriate, drawing 
objects, filling, outlining and grouping , using text wrapping as 
appropriate and placing graphics behind or in front of text. 

35 minutes

Unit 5(2.7.1) Process and analyse numerical data

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Numerical Data - 
Formulas and Functions

The teacher could ask the learners to create a spreadsheet file 
entering text (appropriate headings and labels), numeric data  and 
entering formulas involving multiple arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) and 
brackets and simple functions (SUM, MIN, MAX, AVERAGE, MEDIAN, 
MODE, IF). This could be based around a topic/hobby of interest. 

45 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 
2.1.4: 
Manipulating 
data

Numerical Data - Cell 
Referencing

The teacher could ask the learners to use relative and absolute cell 
referencing, replicate formulas, insert and delete rows and columns 
and edit data and formulas to obtain results. The teacher could 
provide sport results or similar to aid learners on this task. 

45 minutes

Numerical Data - 
Controlled Assessment

The teacher could create a controlled assessment for learners 
to demonstrate their ability to sort data on multiple columns in 
ascending (A-Z, 1-10) or descending order (Z-A, 10-1) order. Filtering 
data on multiple columns using text, numeric or date criteria, and/or 
the relational operators =, <, >, <>, >=, < or logical operators AND/
OR/NOT. 

45 minutes



44 UNIT 2

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE 44 DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.7.2) Display numerical data in appropriate   
        graphical format

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Graphs - Data sets

The teacher could ask the learners to select a single data set required 
for charting, selecting a comparative data set, selecting a subset of 
data, selecting data set from non-adjacent columns/rows or selecting 
and creating charts and graphs (pie chart, bar chart, single line graph, 
comparative bar chart, multiple line graph, scatter graph).

1 hour

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 
2.1.4: 
Manipulating 
data

Graphs - Printing

The teacher could ask the learners to print a chart produced on 
a separate page, print a chart produced with spreadsheet data 
making sure they set page orientation as appropriate and create 
headers and footers. 

1 hour

Graphs - Display

The teacher could give the learners a set of data and ask for a 
display using chart/graph appropriately including enter appropriate 
titles (chart title, axis titles) making sure axis labels are appropriate 
and adding/editing/removing chart legend as appropriate. 

1 hour

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Field Names - 
Introduction

The teacher could ask the learners to demonstrate their knowledge 
on software application that allows them to organise/record 
information by using field/column names and data types.

35 minutes

J461 Unit B062, 
2.2.3 Practical 
use of files and 
data.

Field Names - Display

The teacher could introduce data and explain that file and folder 
names cannot be formatted but field names can.  Tell learners that 
field names: like headlines in a newspaper or magazines should stand 
out and not be truncated.  Ensure learners should know how to 
adjust the width of a column to show a long field name in full. 

35 minutes

Field Names - Controlled 
Assessment 

The teacher could put together a controlled assessment so that 
learners could demonstrate they are able to select and use field 
headings appropriately and field data types (number, text, date, 
logical appropriately).

35 minutes

Unit 5(2.7.3) Use appropriate field names and data types  
                             to organise information



45

FUNCTIONAL SKILLS ICT

DELIVERY GUIDE

LEVEL 2

Unit 5(2.7.4) Analyse and draw conclusions from a data                                                  
                          set by searching, sorting and editing records

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Analysing data - Sort

The teacher could give the learners a set of problems or lists and 
ask them to order/sort the items using the same criteria. This could 
be made more difficult by selecting items with criteria that is not as 
obvious eg capacity.

45 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.3: 
Presenting 
information. 
2.1.4: 
Manipulating 
data

Analysing data - Editing
The teacher could give the learners a set of raw data and ask 
the learners to edit the information to improve format and draw 
conclusion including making suggestions for improvement.

45 minutes

Analysing data - Charts
The teacher could give the learners a chart of exam results from 
current and previous years and ask the learners to draw conclusions 
using sorting criteria and comparisons.

45 minutes

Unit 5(2.8.1) Organise electronic messages, attachments  
               and contacts

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Reading Electronic 
messages

The teacher could email the learners the instructions for the lesson 
to check the understanding of opening and reading electronic 
documents. This could include attachments and hyperlinks. Further 
to this teachers could ask learners to make a list of electronic ways 
to send a message.

30 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.2:  
Exchanging 
information. 
2.1.5 Keeping 
data safe and 
secure.

Electronic messages

The teacher could ask learners to demonstrate competencies with 
navigating email messages including creating, sending and replying 
to messages. This should include attaching files and adding email 
contacts form the address book. Learners could practice by sending 
emails to each other and print screening their evidence. 

30 minutes

Organising messages

The teacher could ask the learners to further enhance their emailing 
skills by describing the effective use of cc and bcc when entering 
contact details and sending group emails. The learners could be 
asked to create new folders, move emails and store attachments. 

30 minutes
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Unit 5(2.8.2) Use collaborative tools appropriately

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Collaborative tools - Web 
Logs

The teacher could ask the learner to demonstrate how they would 
contribute to web logs.

25 minutes

J461 Unit B062, 
2.2.3 Practical 
use of files and 
data.

Collaborative tools 
- Advantages and 
Disadvantages

The teacher could ask the learners to make a list of the advantage 
and disadvantages of tools such as online blog. Are they useful? Do 
users misuse the sites? Are they managed effectively?

25 minutes

Collaborative tools - 
Safety

The teacher could introduce if appropriate the schools’ interactive 
tool for storing and sharing data. This is often a website/link where 
learners can access missed lesson and homework tasks. The 
teacher could discuss the safety and importance of using the site 
appropriately. 

25 minutes

Unit 5(2.8.3) Understand the need to stay safe and to  
                         respect others when using ICT-based 
                             communication

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Safety - Internet

The teacher could make clear to the learners the importance of 
understanding the nature of the internet and how information is 
accessible to a range of individuals. This could be delivered thought 
an interactive PowerPoint. 

45 minutes J4061 Unit 
B063, 2.3.8: 
Legal, social 
and ethical 
issues when 
using ICT. 
Unit B061, 
2.1.5 Keeping 
data safe and 
secure.

Safety - Personal 
Information

The teacher could discuss with the learners when it is appropriate/
inappropriate to disclose their own personal information. Learners 
could make their own lists in groups and discuss with others.

45 minutes

Safety - Other Peoples’ 
Information

The teacher could outline to the learners the respect of 
other people's personal information when using ICT-based 
communication. This could be though a discussion such as sharing 
passwords, people email addresses and correct use of group emails. 

45 minutes
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Unit 5(2.9.1) Organise and integrate information of    
              different types to achieve a purpose, using  
                         accepted layouts and conventions as 
                         appropriate

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Layout - Formats
The teacher could ask the learner to combine information within a 
specified publication for example letter, flyer, newsletter, information 
sheet, invitation, email, poster or multi-media presentation. 

35 minutes

J4061 Unit 
B061, 2.1.1: ICT 
Systems

Layout - Letter and 
Emails

The teacher could introduce the format of a letter (date of letter, 
sender's address, receiver's address, salutation, complimentary close) 
and email (receiver's address, cc, bcc, subject of email) and ask the 
learners to produce and print evidence of both. 

35 minutes

Layout - Purpose
The teacher could ask the learner to demonstrate their familiarisation 
with the publication types and showing the purpose of each and 
appropriate layouts.

35 minutes

Unit 5(2.9.2) Work accurately and check accuracy, using   
                          software facilities where appropriate

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Accuracy - Information
The teacher could deliver a session to learners about the 
importance of their work being accurate and current. The learner 
must find their own strategies to do this.

25 minutes

J461 Unit B062, 
2.2.3 Practical 
use of files and 
data.

Accuracy - Using ICT
The teacher could ask the learner to discuss the programme 
available to check accuracy. As a minimum they should identify ICT 
facilities such as a spell checker and grammar checker.

25 minutes

Accuracy - Proof Reading

The teacher could encourage the learners to proofread publications 
to detect errors not corrected by spell checker. The teacher should 
promote to learners their responsibility to checking that meaning is 
clear and correct. 

25 minutes
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Unit 5(2.10.1) At each stage of a task and at the task’s  
    completion

Suggested activity title Suggested activity Suggested 
timings

Links to other 
coverage and 
range

Evaluation

Learners could demonstrate that they have taken time to evaluate 
their use of ICT tools to present the publication for its audience. For 
example, final work should show that the learner has made sure that 
a legend has been positioned appropriately so that all the chart data 
is clearly displayed, or labels have been added to new values in a 
spreadsheet so that it is clear to the audience what the values mean, 
or that headings in a leaflet have been formatted consistently and 
appropriately.

40 minutes

Checking The learners could produce a flow diagram of their approach for 
checking programmes and document for accuracy. 

30 minutes

Completion
The learner could evidence the final check taken on individual pieces 
of work by creating a clear system that can be demonstrated as 
effective.

25 minutes
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